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1.@NicolleDWallace @MSNBC Don McGahn appears to
be loyal to Trump. Based on my research, I conclude his
loyalties are to #KochBrothers. Here is his first
@WhiteHouse ethics disclosure, and two other
documents that prove i360 is is a Koch Industries owned
political data firm.

2. I believe that McGahn's goal like Barr and Berman in SDNY is to protect the Kochs.

Barr is trying to disrupt investigation into what I spotted in real time in June 2016:

Russian govt funding of the @GOP @SenateGOP @HouseGOP. I also think they

funded

3. Gorsuch pr campaign. But they were definitely in deep not just with @NRA but

with a variety of cutouts. McGahn was the hub of that spoke wheel conspiracy.

Geoffrey Berman un-recused to block the SDNY from exposing it. Here is the proof.
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4.complaint that has been superseded and all but vanished. Here is a page that details

the "bursts" of Russian money contemporaneous with June 2016 meeting. Remember

the email to Don Jr admitted other help the Russian were giving. The @SenateGOP in

2016 are dirty.

5. July 4, 2018, trip to Moscow were all 2016 cycle. They are all conspiring with the

Russians that have the kompromat on them. And you and other news people can't

even say the words #KochBrothers because they control every network including

@MSNBC.

6. Here is a letter in the Natalie Edwards case proving Berman is back in charge of it.

The complaint talks about Mueller investigation so he should be recused. The fix is in.
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